MEMORIAL DAY FOODIE
TALK
Hey there Emptywheel lugnuts, how is your
holiday weekend going? I see there is no post
since Jim White’s on Friday and thought maybe we
should have a little fun. For the record, I
almost did a Fast Trash post for the Monaco
Grand Prix and Indy 500, but just got distracted
by some family duties and the tragic news out of
Isla Vista/Goleta area of Santa Barbara.
I haven’t been there anytime recent, but have
been there a lot in the past during summers I
spent in Santa Monica. One of my high school
friends had moved to the Eucalyptus Hill area of
Sana Barbara with his family and it was a great
drive up the PCH for weekend fun. And, man, was
IV a happening place for young folk looking to
hoop it up. I’ve been there on both Memorial Day
and July 4th holidays, and shoo boy, it was some
fun. It is also a beachside, completely college
place where there are literally people out in
the streets all day and all night. It is a party
place, and, sadly, must have been a shooting
gallery for Rodger. I am almost surprised there
was not more carnage. Unbelievably sad. There
are likely a LOT of lessons and psychoses
involved in Rodger’s actions, and I will leave
that discussion for another day, but feel free
to weigh in in the comments with thoughts on the
IV deal, or anything else you have on your mind.
But the title of this post was food, and so food
shall be discussed! I started off with this:

Well, here is the thing. I got busted. Seriously
busted. My wife walks in from yoga and says “I
smell tacos; did you have tacos? For
breakfast??” Uh, yeah, I did. And I was stupid
enough to think I could hide it from her finely
tuned Italian culinary nose. Ooops.

But, if that were not sufficient comeuppance,
Ms. Wheel tagged in with this:

Yeah, well, that sounds pretty awesome actually!
Here we plan on steaks and burgers for the next
two days. And probably some good beer for good
measure. Did I note that we now have Founder’s
Beer here? Ms. Wheel can no longer hold that
over my head.
Well, Monaco is over. Rosberg wins from pole and
Hamilton second from P2 on the grid. I am sure
Hamilton is sulking and brooding as usual. As I
whip this out, the Indy 500 is on. Nearing lap
130. dixon, Montoya, Hunter-Reay, Hildebrand and
Power are the top five. All have the chops and
car to win. So too does Castroneves. We shall
see. Kurt Busch, the NASCAR driver trying to be
(I think) only the second driver to drive both
Indy and the NASCAR World 600 in one day, has
never really been a factor, although he is
currently at 15th in the running order. The race
has been ridiculously clean and yellow flag free
so far, which is refreshing.
Open thread, what you all eating and thinking
about?

